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Commentary: Mississippi Should Invest in Its People,
Not Chase the False Promise of Tax
“Competitiveness”
By Michael Mazerov
As it did in 2021, Mississippi is considering a deep cut in its personal income tax — a first step
toward some policymakers’ goal of complete elimination — in a misguided attempt at boosting the
state’s economy. Governor Tate Reeves and many state legislators are ignoring the dismal results in
other states that have made similar cuts; a wealth of research showing that state tax levels and
structures have little, if any, impact on income growth or job creation; and the state’s own chief
economist, who has correctly cited the education and health status of Mississippi’s workforce as the
most significant impediment to the state’s economic growth. A better approach for Mississippi
would be to protect — and grow — its tax revenues to fuel stronger investment in schools,
infrastructure, and vital services and amenities, and to prioritize improving its residents’ health by
adopting the Affordable Care Act’s (ACA) Medicaid expansion.

Legislature Considering Damaging, Costly Tax Cut Proposals
Governor Reeves has ranked elimination of the personal income tax as his top legislative priority
this year, offering improved state “competitiveness” as his main rationale. 1
The House recently approved a plan that eventually would eliminate the personal income tax with
just two days’ consideration, no real debate, and no comprehensive analysis of its medium- or longterm impact on the state’s ability to finance its current level of services. The bill would immediately
cut the income tax by $1.1 billion annually via a large increase in personal exemptions, phase out the
remaining personal income tax (the pace of which would be based on revenue-growth “triggers”),
and partially offset the revenue loss through an increase in the sales tax rate from 7 percent to 8.5
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percent. 2 The bill would also phase down the sales tax on groceries from 7 percent to 4 percent and
reduce the car tag tax that mostly goes to local governments.
On net, the House plan would cost almost $1 billion in the first 1.5 years and close to $700
million annually thereafter. And that doesn’t even include the phase-out of the rest of the personal
income tax and future reductions in the grocery tax. 3 Reeves opposes any offsetting sales tax
increase, which means adopting his approach would be even costlier. 4
A more modest, yet still costly, tax cut plan that would eliminate the bottom tax bracket but leave
the top bracket intact is also moving in the Senate. 5
The personal income tax cuts in the House bill are sharply skewed toward the rich, 6 while the
sales tax increase will fall more heavily on low-income households — disproportionately people of
color — taxing some deeper into poverty. Revenue losses of this size will also eventually deplete the
state’s reserves — though no one knows how quickly because neither the governor’s nor the
legislature’s budget offices have projected the losses beyond the next two years. As a result, as other
states that have also cut taxes deeply have experienced, the state will then begin requiring cuts in
state services, aid to local schools, or both. If policymakers’ true goal is to make the state more
attractive as a place to raise a family, start a business, or expand corporate investment, prioritizing
tax cuts is the wrong approach.

Mississippi Should Pursue Growth Through Targeted Investments
In hearings on state tax cut options last summer, a legislator asked State Economist Corey Miller
“What would you say . . . is Mississippi’s greatest impediment and/or need . . . for growth?” 7 Miller
replied:
I think it’s absolutely human capital . . . . We typically think of that as education and training,
and that is part of it. And Mississippi’s percent of our population that are high school
graduates, that is improved, but it’s still a little below the national average. 8 We’re well below
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the national average in terms of college graduates. 9 And, also, human capital includes factors
like health. Sick people can’t work . . . or can’t work as much. 10 So that’s a problem. You
have a very high rate of disability. You have a high rate of obesity. 11 Diabetes and all sorts of
other diseases. 12 I think that would be our biggest impediment to economic growth in the
state.
Addressing these impediments to growth calls for greater state investment, not tax cuts. The state
could ensure that more low-income adults get the medical care they need by expanding Medicaid
under the ACA. 13 It could also broaden Mississippians’ access to nearby areas for physical activity by
investing in the development of parks, running and walking paths, public pools, and other public
facilities. 14
Mississippi’s schools also desperately need more investment. The state’s teachers are paid the least
of any state, 15 and the Governor called for a salary increase in his State of the State address.
However, in the same speech, the Governor touted the record number of Mississippi passing grades
on high school Advanced Placement exams, while failing to note that the state still ranks lowest
among all states on that measure. 16 And while standardized reading test scores have improved for
fourth graders, Mississippi continues to rank among the lowest states in eighth graders scoring
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“proficient” or above in standardized reading and math exams. 17 Moreover, some schools in Jackson
have had to close because the city’s infrastructure is so dilapidated it can’t provide them with safe
drinking water. 18

State’s Tax System Already Competitive With Neighboring States
A 2014 survey of what entrepreneurs look for in deciding where to start a business reported that
“31% of founders cited access to talent as a factor in their decision on where to launch their
company. . . . A number of founders also highlighted the link between the ability to attract talented
employees and a city’s quality of life. . . . Only 5% of entrepreneurs cited low tax rates as a factor in
deciding where to launch their company.” 19
In line with those findings, Mississippi policymakers should first consider the state’s education
and health standings, and how attractive they make Mississippi to nascent entrepreneurs with
families. Yet in calling for income tax repeal, Governor Reeves said, “The only way to make
Mississippi a magnet for the entrepreneurs of our nation is to show them our unmatched culture —
married to an unbeatable tax code.” 20
Even if interstate differences in tax levels and tax structures did meaningfully affect relative rates
of economic growth and job creation — they don’t, 21 as State Economist Miller himself noted22 —
Mississippi’s tax structure is already in line with other states, or what Governor Reeves might
consider “competitive.” The state’s top income tax rate is a modest 5.0 percent, lower than or equal
to that of 28 other states. 23 The Governor and lawmakers repeatedly note that Texas, Florida, and
Tennessee don’t levy personal income taxes, but Mississippi’s overall tax levels are comparable. Per-
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capita combined state and local taxes in Mississippi in 2019 were $3,949, compared to $3,422 for
Tennessee, $3,985 for Florida, and $4,710 for Texas. 24
Mississippi’s corporate tax structure is competitive with that of other states, too. A 2021 Tax
Foundation study looked at the total effective state and local tax rate that would be imposed on
eight types of business facilities newly located in each state (for example, a corporate headquarters or
a data center). It found that the tax rate on new businesses would be lower in Mississippi than in
Florida and Texas for all eight of the business types (in several case substantially lower), and lower
than in Tennessee for six of the eight. 25
In proposing to repeal the income tax, the Governor and lawmakers are ignoring the lessons of
the disastrous 2012-2017 Kansas tax cuts. 26 Kansas repealed its income tax on small businesses and
sharply cut its income tax on wage and salary earners. (It partially offset the revenue loss with a sales
tax increase, as the Mississippi House bill proposes.) The cuts caused a severe fiscal squeeze, forced
substantial service reductions, nearly drained the state’s financial reserves, and led to a downgrade in
its bond rating. They did nothing for the state’s economy; Kansas continued to underperform nearly
all its neighbors in job creation, small business starts, and income growth. A Republican-controlled
legislature repealed most of the tax cuts in 2017.
Repealing Mississippi’s income tax is not a prescription for a healthier state economy and a better
standard of living for the state’s residents. If the state aims to be where people want to start families
and businesses and where national corporations want to expand, it needs to prioritize investments
over tax cuts. It needs to expand Medicaid; fix its capital city’s crumbling water and sewer system;
and invest in better education, public health, parks and recreational facilities, and roads and bridges.
Those all require adequate revenue, which the state won’t have if it eliminates its income tax.
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